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Severe deviations from uniform Coulomb explosion can be manifested for extremely ionized molecular
heteroclusters, due to kinematic effects. We established unique features of the spatial distribution, energetics,
and time-resolved dynamics in Coulomb explosion of multicharged light-heavy heteroclusters, consisting of
light, low-charge and heavy, high-charge, ions, e.g., hydroiodic acid �H+IqI+�n and its isotopic substituents
�D+IqI+�n and �T+IqI+�n, where extreme multielectron ionization in ultraintense laser fields �peak intensity I
=1017–1020 W cm−2� results in qI=25 at I=1019 and qI=35 at I=1020 W cm−2. Electrostatic models and
simulations, based on the cluster vertical ionization �CVI� initial conditions for Coulomb explosion of
�D+IqI+�2171 and �H+IqI+�2171 ions with qI=25 �corresponding to I=1019 W cm−2�, reveal expanding, thin,
two-dimensional spherical shells of the light D+ or H+ ions, with the monolayer expansion occurring on the
femtosecond time scale. Under initial CVI conditions the model and the simulation results for the formation of
femtosecond expanding nanoshells of light ions were confirmed by complete simulations involving both
electron and nuclear dynamics in �HI�2171 and �DI�2171 clusters subjected to a Gaussian laser pulse with I
=1019 W cm−2. The energetic data for the light ions reveal high energies with a narrow energy distribution,
e.g., average energy Eav=23 keV at width �E /Eav=0.16 for Coulomb explosion of �D+IqI+�2171 clusters. These
dynamic, structural and energetic data for light–heavy �A+IqI+�n heteroclusters �A=H, D, and T� arise from
kinematic overrun effects of the A+ ions. Finally, we address the implications of these Coulomb explosion
results of �D+IqI+�n heteroclusters for dd nuclear fusion driven by heterocluster Coulomb explosion, where the
extremely charged IqI+ ions serve as most effective energetic and kinematic triggers for driving the expanding
D+ ions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrafast femtosecond electron dynamics and nuclear dy-
namics in large, finite systems, e.g., elemental and molecular
clusters such as �Xe�n, �D2�n, �D2O�n, or �CD4�n, are trig-
gered by their interaction with ultraintense laser fields �peak
intensity I=1015–1020 W cm−2� �1–9�. Cluster ionization
processes are then manifested, with the electron dynamics
involving sequential-parallel coupled processes of inner ion-
ization, which results in the formation of a charged energetic
nanoplasma within the cluster �or its vicinity�, and is fol-
lowed by �partial or complete� outer ionization of the nano-
plasma. Electron dynamics triggers nuclear dynamics, with
the outer ionization being accompanied by Coulomb explo-
sion �10–22�. Coulomb explosion is a relatively simple pro-
cess in the case of cluster vertical ionization �CVI�, when the
time scales of the inner/outer ionization processes are short
compared to the time scale of the ion expansion, and when
the outer ionization is complete, i.e., all unbound electrons
are removed from the cluster �10–16�. The CVI conditions
prevail at high laser intensities �I=1018–1020 W cm−2�. At
the onset of the CVI initial conditions, cluster Coulomb ex-
plosion can be considered as a system consisting only of
ions, which are initially located at the same geometry as the
atoms in the neutral clusters �17�. For the interionic interac-
tion, only repulsive ion–ion Coulomb forces are of impor-
tance. Furthermore, the direct effect of the laser field on ion
motion is negligibly small, up to I=1020 W cm−2 �16�. This
situation significantly simplifies the theoretical treatment of
Coulomb explosion.

The traditional view of Coulomb explosion following ex-
treme cluster multielectron ionization involves uniform ion
expansion �16�. Indeed, such uniform expansion prevails for
the simplest process of Coulomb explosion of homonuclear
molecular �AqA+�n clusters, with initially uniform, constant
charge, and spherically symmetric ion distributions �16�.
This initial ion distribution is then characterized by an
atomic density ��r0�=�0 for r0�R0 and ��r0�=0 for r0�R0,
where R0 is the cluster radius, and by fixed and uniform ion
charges �qj =qA , j=1,2 , . . . ,n�. The expansion of ions in
these homonuclear clusters retains the uniform ion distribu-
tion, being described by the density ��t� at r�R�t�, which is
independent of r. R�t� is the expanding cluster radius at time
t. Uniform Coulomb explosion is, of course, characterized by
a single radius of the expanding cluster. The distribution
P�E� of the kinetic energy of the product ions is
�11,16,18,20–22�:

P�E� = �3/2EM��E/EM�1/2; E � EM ,

P�E� = 0; E � EM , �1�

with the maximal energy EM provided by the periphery r0
=R0 ions:

EM = �4�/3�B̄�0qA
2R0

2. �2�

The average energy distribution of Eq. �1� is
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Eav = �3/5�EM . �2a�

In Eq. �2� and in what follows, the lengths r0, R0, and R�t�
are expressed in Å, the density �0 in Å−3, the ionic charge qA

in e units, the energies E, EM, and Eav in eV, and B̄
=14.40 eV Å.

Uniform Coulomb explosion, which, according to Eqs. �1�
and �2�, is characterized by the energy distribution P�E�
�E1/2 �E�EM� and by Eav�R0

2, is well obeyed for elemental
and molecular homonuclear clusters at sufficiently high laser
intensities where the CVI initial conditions nearly prevail
�11,16,18–22�. For molecular heteroclusters deviations from
uniform Coulomb explosion were recorded. In Coulomb ex-
plosion of highly ionized molecular heterocluster, e.g., ion-
ized heavy water �D2

+O6+�n or ionized deuterated methane
�C4+D4

+�n, the energy distribution of the light D+ ions showed
marked deviations from Eq. �1�, peaking at high energies in
the vicinity of E�EM �11,19–22�. This was attributed to ki-
nematic effects �11,19,22� on the ion expansion dynamics. In
this paper we explore the new and unique features of the
spatial distribution, the energetics and the time resolved dy-
namics of Coulomb explosion of highly ionized molecular
heteroclusters �Ak

qA+BqB+�n, which consist of light AqA+ ions
and heavy BqB+ ions, e.g., hydroiodic acid clusters �H+IqI+� or
its isotopic substitutes �D+IqI+�n and �T+IqI+�n. These will be
referred to as light–heavy heteroclusters. Severe deviations
from uniform Coulomb explosion will be demonstrated in
such heteroclusters. Extreme multielectron ionization levels,
estimated from the barrier suppression ionization �BSI�
model �14� applied to DI and HI single molecules, exhibit
high positive iodide ion charges, e.g., from qI=7 at I=6
	1015, qI=25 at I=1019 W cm−2, up to qI=35 at I
=1020 W cm−2 �23�. Extreme multielectron ionization levels
of �DI�n heteroclusters �n=55–4213� reported herein will
provide the basis for the exploration of the energetics and
dynamics of those light–heavy heteroclusters in ultraintense
laser fields. On the basis of electrostatic models and simula-
tions for multicharged �AI�n heteroclusters, we shall unveil
new features of Coulomb explosion of the light A+ �A=H, D,
and T� ions, which give rise to mobile, radial boundary
spherical monoionic shells, expanding on the femtosecond
time scale.

In the Coulomb explosion of heteroclusters, overrun pro-
cesses originating from kinematic effects �19–22� are of ma-
jor importance. Invoking the CVI initial conditions we con-
sider Coulomb explosion of light–heavy �Ak

qA+BqB+�n

heteroclusters, which consist of light AqA+ ions with mass mA
and heavy BqB+ ions with mass mB, where mA
mB. The
dynamics of the ion expansion is determined by the kine-
matic parameter �19–22�:

�AB = qAmB/qBmA. �3�

Typical values for �AB for �A+I25+�n clusters are �HI=5.1 for
H+, �DI=2.5 for D+, and �TI=1.7 for T+. When �AB�1, the
light A ions overrun the heavy B ions during the Coulomb
expansion process �19–22,24,25�. A typical demonstration of
the overrun process for heteroclusters consisting of light and
heavy ions is presented for simulations of nuclear and elec-

tron dynamics of Coulomb explosion of �C4+D4
+�n and

�C4+H4
+�n clusters. Two distinct radii for the expansion of the

light �H+ or D+� subcluster ions �RH or RD� and for the ex-
pansion of the heavy C4+ subcluster ions �RC� are exhibited,
where RH�t�, RD�t��RC�t� at each t �Fig. 1�. The formation
of two distinct radii in the Coulomb explosion of these het-
eroclusters is qualitatively different from the case of homo-
geneous expansion of a charged homocluster. Also, we shall
subsequently show that for �AB�1 the overrun process re-
sults in the contraction of the spatial distribution and in a
narrow energy distribution of the expanding light ions. Cou-
lomb explosion of these heteroclusters produces energetic
AqA+ ions, in particular deuterons �D+�, with a considerably
higher kinetic energy than D+ from Coulomb explosion of
homonuclear �D2�n/2 clusters of the same size �11,19–22�.
The advantage of the use of heteronuclear deuterium con-
taining clusters for dd nuclear fusion driven by Coulomb
explosion �NFDCE� was theoretically advanced �19–22� and
experimentally confirmed for NFDCE of �CD4�n clusters
�6,9�. For exploding light–heavy heteroclusters, e.g., �DI�n or
�CD3I�n in ultraintense laser fields, the extremely charged Iq+

�q=7–35� ions will act as most effective energetic triggers
for driving the D+ ions to high energies, leading to a marked
enhancement of the NFDCE yield.

FIG. 1. Femtosecond time dependence of the radii RC�t� and
RD�t� and of the radii RC�t� and RH�t� for Coulomb explosion of
�C4+D4

+�459 and of �C4+H4
+�459 clusters, respectively. The values of

the radii r�t� �=C, D, and H� are normalized to the corresponding
initial value R�0�. The radial distributions of the heavy �C4+� and
the light �D+ or H+� ions are different at each time, with the corre-
sponding radii being given by their spatial limits �Ref. �16��. In the
expansion of these multicharged heteroclusters �with the kinematic
parameters, Eq. �3�, �CH=3.0 and �CD=1.5� an overrun effect of
the light H+ and D+ ions relative to the heavy C4+ ions is exhibited,
with RH�t�, RD�t��RC�t� at each t. Data were obtained from E+N
simulations involving both electron and nuclear cluster dynamics
�Refs. �14–16,22�� induced by a Gaussian pulse with a pulse width
of �=25 fs, a peak intensity of I=1018 W cm−2, and a temporal
pulse onset at tS=−30 fs.
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II. METHODOLOGY OF SIMULATIONS OF COULOMB
EXPLOSION DRIVEN BY EXTREME MULTIELECTRON

IONIZATION OF MOLECULAR HETEROCLUSTERS

The energetics and dynamics of Coulomb explosion of
multicharged �AI�n heteroclusters �A=H, D, and T� were ex-
plored by electrostatic models �Sec. IV� and by simulations.
Two simulation methods were adopted herein:

A. Coulomb explosion under initial CVI conditions of ionic
„A+IqI+

…n heteroclusters (A=H, D, and T)

Molecular dynamics simulations �based on trajectories of
the ions� were performed for qI=25, as appropriate for ex-
treme multielectron ionization at I=1019 W cm−2 �see point
�B� above�. The initial structure for ionic clusters was taken
as that of the corresponding neutral �AI�2171 heterocluster, as
appropriate for the CVI model.

B. Complete simulations including both high-energy electron
and nuclear dynamics in an ultraintense laser field

(Refs. [14–16,22])

These simulations for the dynamics of the charged con-
stituents, together with the laser–matter interactions will be
referred to as E+N simulations. These E+N simulations in-
clude electron dynamics processes of inner ionization, nano-
plasma formation and outer ionization, and of nuclear dy-
namics processes induced by a �Gaussian� laser pulse
�14–16,22�. The laser field is

F��t� = F�0�t�cos�2��t + �0� , �4�

�for −�� t���, with the frequency �=0.35 fs−1 �photon en-
ergy 1.44 eV� and phase �0=0, where F�0�t� is the laser field
envelope:

F�0�t� = FM exp�− 2.773�t/��2� , �4a�

where FM is the maximal electric field �which is related to
the laser peak intensity by �e�FM�=2.75	10−7 I1/2 eV Å−1�,
and � �=25 fs� is the pulse temporal width. The laser field
�Eqs. �4� and �4a��, is defined in the temporal range t�−�,
and the peak of the laser pulse is attained at t=0. An initially
truncated Gaussian pulse was used in the E+N simulations,
with the initial laser field F�=Fs being located at t= ts�0.
We took �14� Fs= �Fth+Fco� /2, where Fth is the threshold
laser field for the first single electron ionization of each mol-
ecule, while Fco is the laser field for complete one-electron
ionization of all the constituent atoms within the molecular
cluster �i.e., for �DI�n the complete one-electron ionization
level is 2, with eFth=2.5 eV Å−1, eFco=2.9 eV Å−1 and eFs
=2.7 eV Å−1�. At the initial laser field Fs at t= ts, all the
cluster atoms are taken as singly charged ions, with the elec-
trons being located at the BSI distance �14�. The cluster inner
field ionization, which is driven by a composite field consist-
ing of the laser field and the inner field induced by ions
+electrons, was described in terms of the BSI for each con-
stituent. An additional, rather small, contribution to the inner
ionization �12%, 4%, and 3% for �DI�2171 at I=1017, 1018,
and 1019 W cm−2, respectively� results from electron impact

ionization �14�. Molecular dynamics simulations, based on
the trajectories of the energetic electrons and of the ions,
were performed by molecular dynamics simulations, incor-
porating electron–electron, electron–ion, ion–ion, and
electron/ion–laser interactions. High-energy electron dynam-
ics �at I�1018 W cm−2� incorporated relativistic effects and
were subjected to magnetic effects for electron–laser interac-
tions �14,15�.

The ionization level of �DI�n heteroclusters obtained from
E+N simulations is characterized by the average charge qav
�=�qI�� on each iodine ion. In Fig. 2 we portray the cluster
size dependence of the ionization level of �DI�n heteroclus-
ters �n=55–4213� in the intensity range I
=1017–1020 W cm−2. In Fig. 2 we also present the compari-
son between the extreme multielectron ionization levels of
the single DI molecule �23� �marked by horizontal arrows�
and of the cluster. In the intensity domain of I
=1017–1018 W cm−2, the single molecule extreme multielec-
tron ionization level constitutes a lower limit for the multi-
electron ionization level of the cluster �Fig. 2�. For the inten-
sity of I=1018 W cm−2, qav increases from the single
molecule value for small clusters, i.e., �DI�55, to higher val-
ues with increasing the cluster size �Fig. 2�, where ignition
effect �14,15� lead to the enhancement of qav for larger clus-
ters. For a somewhat lower intensity of I=1017 W cm−2, qav
first increases from the single molecule value and subse-
quently decreases with increasing the cluster size �Fig. 2�.
This composite behavior reflects the interplay between igni-

FIG. 2. E+N simulations of the cluster size and laser intensity
dependence of the average inner ionization level �qav� for IqI+ ions
in �DI�n heteroclusters �n=55–4342�. The laser intensities are
marked on the curves. The ionization levels of the single DI mol-
ecule at these intensities, calculated by the BSI model �with ioniza-
tion potentials taken from Th. A. Carlson, C. W. Nesta, N. Wasser-
man, and J. D. McDowel, At. Data 2, 63 �1970��, are marked by
horizontal arrows.
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tion effects and nanoplasma screening effects �14,15�. In the
intensity range of I=1017–1018 W cm−2, a distribution of qI
values �as demonstrated in detail for Xen clusters �15�, which
are isoelectronic with �HI�n� is excited. In the highest inten-
sity domain of I=1019–1020 W cm−2, the iodine atom
charges on the individual molecules within the cluster are
cluster size independent, being identical to the qI values for a
single molecule �Fig. 2�. Furthermore, a single ionic charge
is observed in this intensity range, i.e., qI=25 for I
=1019 W cm−2 and qI=35 for I=1020 W cm−2. In this highest
intensity domain the strength of the laser–ion interactions
dominates over electrostatic interactions within the cluster,
resulting in a cluster size independent ionization level and a
�nearly� delta function distribution of the ionic charges qI
�i.e., qI=qav�. Furthermore, for Gaussian pulses in this high-
est intensity domain, the CVI initial conditions are nearly
obeyed �16�. Led by these guidelines, we performed ordinary
molecular dynamics simulations for Coulomb explosion of
�D+I25+�n clusters under CVI initial conditions �section �A��
and confronted these data with the results for E+N simula-
tions �section �B�� for �DI�n clusters at I=1019 W cm−2.

III. ENERGETICS OF COULOMB EXPLOSION OF
LIGHT–HEAVY HETEROCLUSTERS

Within the framework of the CVI, we consider the ex-
treme case of Coulomb explosion of a light–heavy
�Ak

qA+BqB+�n cluster with light AqA+ ions �mA
mB�, with qA

=1 �for A	H, D, or T�. For these heteroclusters we take
kqA
qB and �AB�1. The first condition enables us to ignore
the light ion charge and the second condition enables us to
ignore the heavy ion motion during the time scale of the light
ion motion through the BqB+ ion subcluster �the B core�,
whereupon Coulomb explosion is dominated by the motion
of light ions. In the framework of these approximations
simple electrostatic considerations provide the following po-
tential for an AqA+ ion:

U�r� = �2�/3�B̄�0qBqA�3R0
2 − r2�, r � R0, �5�

U�r� = �4�/3�B̄�0qBqAR0
3/r, r � R0. �5a�

The final kinetic energy E�r0� of an A ion initially located at
r0�R0, where R0 is the initial heterocluster radius, is equal
to U�r0�, being given by

E�r0� = �1/2��3 − �r0/R0�2�Emin, �6�

where

Emin = �4�/3�B̄�0qBqAR0
2. �6a�

The AqA+ ions from the inner region of the cluster, r0�R0,
pass the initial cluster border R0 with some kinetic energy
gaining larger final energy than the periphery AqA+ ions, r0
=R0. Consequently, the periphery A ions provide a minimal
energy, in contrast to the case of homonuclear clusters, Eqs.
�1� and �2�. The energy distribution of the final energies of
the light ions is derived from Eq. �6� in the form

P�E� = �3/Emin��3 − 2�E/Emin��1/2; Emin � E �
3

2
Emin,

�7�

and the average energy is

Eav = �6/5�Emin. �7a�

The average kinetic energy, Eq. �7a�, and the kinetic en-
ergy distribution, Eq. �7�, for Coulomb explosion of the
light-heavy heterocluster quantitatively differ from the ener-
getics of Coulomb explosion of homonuclear clusters, Eqs.
�1� and �2�. Several qualitative and quantitative differences
should be noted.

�1� The energy distribution for the light ions from the
heterocluster is characterized by a finite minimal energy
Emin, and a maximum energy of 3Emin/2. The distribution,
Eq. �7�, as distinct from the energy distribution of the ions of
the homonuclear cluster, Eq. �2�, is characterized by the
lower limit of Emin.

�2� The dependence of both Emin, Eq. �6a�, and of EM, Eq.
�2�, on the parameters of the exploding ionic clusters is simi-
lar, both scaling with R0

2, while for the heterocluster Emin
�qAqB and for the homocluster EM �qA

2 . As qA
qB, the low-
est energies of the A ions exploding from the heterocluster
are considerably higher than the highest energies of the A
ions from the homocluster.

�3� The energy distribution for Coulomb explosion from
the heterocluster, Eq. �7�, is relatively narrow, being �5/12�
Eav �corresponding to 42% of Eav�. On the other hand, the
energy distribution for Coulomb explosion of the homo-
nuclear cluster is considerably broader, being EM

�5/3�Eav �corresponding to 166% of Eav�.

�4� The average energy of the A ions for Coulomb explo-
sion of the heterocluster, Eq. �7a�, is Eav= �6/5�Emin, while
the average energy for the homonuclear cluster, Eq. �2a�, is
Eav= �3/5�EM. Both average energies scale as R0

2. As
Emin/EM =qBqA�1 �point �2� above�, we expect that the av-
erage energy for Coulomb explosion of the light ion hetero-
cluster will be enhanced relative to that of the ions from the
homonuclear cluster of the same size, manifesting the effects
of energetic triggering, which is important for NFDCE.

Simulations of Coulomb explosion with CVI initial con-
ditions were performed for the ionic �A+I25+�2171 heteroclus-
ters �A=H, D, and T�. The simulation results �Fig. 3� show a
low energy onset around Emin=23 keV, which is somewhat
higher than the value of Emin=21 keV calculated from Eq.
�6a�. The simulation results confirm the narrow shape of the
energy distribution predicted by Eq. �7�. In contrast to the
theoretical model, Eq. �7�, the CVI simulations reveal an
isotope effect �Fig. 3�. The difference between the predic-
tions of the electrostatic model and the simulation results
originate from the �slow� motion of the heavy ions in the
latter case. Distinct from the theoretical distribution, Eq. �7�,
the simulation results demonstrate the existence of a low
energy “tail” �Fig. 3�, generated most probably by the A ion
collisions with the B ions. The “tail” contribution increases
with decreasing the kinematic parameter �AI with the in-
crease of the ion mass in the sequence H+, D+, and T+. The
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energy distribution interval, �E, which includes 75% of the
ions, is impressively narrow, corresponding to �E=0.14Eav,
0.13Eav, and 0.16Eav for H+, D+, and T+ ions, respectively.
These simulated values of �E are lower than the value of
�E=0.25Eav obtained from the theoretical distribution, Eq.
�7�. Together with the CVI energy distributions, in Fig. 3 we
also show the energy distribution obtained by complete E
+N simulations for �DI�2171 and �HI�2171 clusters subjected to
a Gaussian shaped laser pulse with a peak intensity of
1019 W cm−2 �Sec. II�. On the basis of the results and analy-
sis of the cluster multielectron ionization levels presented in
Sec. II, we inferred that the use of the constant charge qI
=25 in the CVI simulations is justified on the basis of the
E+N simulations for I=1019 W cm−2. The D+ ion energy ob-
tained by E+N simulations, Eav=19.5 keV, is smaller than
the CVI energy of Eav=25.5 keV, the decrease being due to
the coupling between outer ionization electron dynamics and
Coulomb explosion nuclear dynamics induced by the Gauss-
ian pulse �16�. The energy distribution provided by the E
+N simulations shows two peaks in P�E�, which is some-
what wider than in the case of CVI simulations �Fig. 3�, due
to finite-time outer ionization effects �15,16�. The width of
this energy distribution is, however, still relatively narrow,
being �E=0.33 Eav. The last issue we would like to address
in this context is the role of electron dynamics involving
inner and outer ionization on the nuclear dynamics of Cou-

lomb explosion �15,16,22�. Similar E+N simulations were
also performed for inner/outer ionization and Coulomb ex-
plosion of �CD3I�2171 �26� and �CD4�2171 �22� clusters, using
the same laser pulse as used herein for the �DI�2171 cluster.
The energy distribution widths of D+ ions for Coulomb ex-
plosion of �CD3I�2171 and of �CD4�2171 clusters are �E
=0.27Eav and �E=0.24Eav, respectively �22,26�. Accord-
ingly, the narrow energy distribution of light �D+ or H+� ions
from Coulomb explosion of light–heavy heteroclusters is
universal.

The results obtained by us show that at higher laser inten-
sities, when the CVI or pseudo-CVI �16� conditions are ful-
filled, the energy of AqA+ ions produced from a single hetero-
nuclear �BAk�n cluster is characterized by a narrow spread
around the average energy Eav. The average energy is, how-
ever, strongly cluster size dependent, increasing as R0

2, Eqs.
�6a� and �7a�. This pattern of a narrow kinetic energy distri-
bution of the light ions in the Coulomb explosion of multi-
charged light–heavy heteroclusters �Fig. 3�, qualitatively and
quantitatively differs from the broad energy distribution in
Coulomb explosion of homonuclear clusters, which is de-
scribed by Eqs. �1�–�3� �inset to Fig. 3�. It appears that the
widespread ion energy observed in Coulomb explosion ex-
periments with heteronuclear clusters �9,27� is due to the
spread in the cluster sizes, which is usually wide �9,28,29�
but is not due to the narrow energy spread provided by single
clusters.

IV. TIME-RESOLVED ULTRAFAST DYNAMICS OF
COULOMB EXPLOSION OF LIGHT–HEAVY

HETEROCLUSTERS

We now consider the time-resolved distribution and the
dynamics of the light AqA+ ions from Coulomb explosion of
the light–heavy �Ak

qA+
BqB+�n heteroclusters. We shall again ap-

ply the electrostatic model with a static configuration of the
heavy ions. The expansion time t�r ;r0� of a light ion initially
located at radius r0��R0� to reach radius r can be expressed
by the integral of the reciprocal velocity of the light ion
�relative to the center of mass� v�r� ;r0� at r� �r0�r��r�,
expressed in the form �17,30�:

t�r;r0� = �
r0

R0

dr�/v�r�;r0� . �8�

This classical expression, Eq. �8�, was used by Bersohn and
Zewail �30� to describe ultrafast dissociation dynamics of
ICN and was adopted for Coulomb explosion dynamics
�17,31�. The velocity can be expressed in terms of the ion
kinetic energy E�r� ;r0� at r�:

v�r�;r0� = �2E�r�;r0�/mA�1/2. �8a�

The time t�r ;r0� for an ion initially located at r0��R0� to
reach the radius r��R0�, Eq. �8�, is

t�r;r0� = t�R0;r0� + t�r;R0� , �9�

where the time for the ion motion from r0 to the B core
border R0 is

FIG. 3. Energetics of Coulomb explosion of extremely multi-
charged hydroiodic acid and its isotopic species. The solid curves
represent molecular dynamics simulations of the kinetic energy dis-
tributions P�E� of A+ ions from Coulomb explosion of �A+I25+�2171

heteroclusters �A=H, D, or T� under CVI initial conditions. The
dashed curves represent kinetic energy distributions obtained from
E+N simulations including both electron inner/outer ionization dy-
namics and nuclear dynamics in �AI�2171 heteroclusters subjected to
a Gaussian laser field with I=1019 W cm−2 and �=25 fs, using the
procedure of Refs. �14–16,22�. The curves marked H+, D+, and T+

represent data for the three isotopes. Emin marks the low energy
onset, Eq. �6a�. For the sake of comparison, the inset shows the
kinetic energy distribution obtained from E+N simulations of the
kinetic energy distribution of D+ ions from Coulomb explosion of
�D2�9930 homonuclear clusters in a laser field of I=1018 W cm−2

�Ref. �16��, with the dashed line representing the simulation results,
while the solid line corresponds to Eqs. �1�–�3�.
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t�R0;r0� = �
r0

R0

dr�/�2E�r�;r0�/mA�1/2. �10�

The kinetic energy at r�R0 is

E�r;R0� = �Emin/2���̂2 − �̂0
2�; �̂0 � �̂ � 1, �11�

with

�̂ = r/R0

�̂0 = r0/R0, �11a�

and Emin is given by Eq. �6a�.
Outside the B core, the time t�r ;R0� for the ion motion

from R0 to r�r�R0� is given by Eqs. �8� and �8a�. The ion
energy, according to Eqs. �5� and �5a�, is given by

E�r;r0� = Emin��3/2� − ��̂0
2/2� − �� , �12�

with

� = R0/r; � � 1. �12a�

Equations �9�–�12� result in the Coulomb explosion time of
the light ions:

t�r;r0� = t0���̂0,�� �13�

whose time constant t0 is

t0 = C�mA/�0qAqB�1/2 �14�

with C=0.930 fs Å−3/2, and the reduced time ���̂0 ,�� is

���̂0,�� = �n��1 + �1 − �̂0
2�1/2�/�̂0 + �3/2�Z���� − Z���� ,

�15�

where

� = 2�3 − �̂0
2�−1 �16�

and Z�x� is the Coulomb expansion function �31�:

Z�x� = �1 − x�1/2/x + �1/2��n��1 + �1 − x�1/2�/�1 − �1 − x�1/2� .

�17�

The dependence of the expansion distance r /R0 on the
initial distance r0 /R0 �in reduced units� calculated from Eq.
�13� enables us to construct the histograms of the time-
dependent radial distribution P�r� of the light ions, which are

portrayed in Fig. 4 for the reduced times ���̂ ,�0�, Eq. �15�. In
Fig. 5 we present the predictions of the electrostatic model
for the arrival distances r of the light ions calculated for fixed

values of ���̂ ,�0�. Light ions arrive at the same final distance
r from two different initial r0 radii �Fig. 5�, manifesting the
overrun process which induces the transformation of the ini-
tially formed uniform sphere of AqA+ ions into an expanding
narrow shell. At the point where dr /dr0=0 �Fig. 4�, the light
ion distribution diverges, manifesting the sharp spikes in
P�r� �Fig. 5�, where the narrow distribution peaks at a large,
but finite, value, because of the finite r0 steps used in the
numerical calculations based on Eq. �13�. The peak of the

narrow distribution P�r /R0� at r=rM marks the radius of the
expanding shell of the light ions. rM /R0 increases nearly lin-
early with increasing � �inset to Fig. 4� as appropriate for the
uniform expansion of the thin spherical shell.

The results for the expanding soft narrow shell of light
ions, which were obtained by the electrostatic model �Figs. 4
and 5�, are supported by molecular dynamics simulations of

FIG. 4. Application of the electrostatic model �Chap. 4� for
Coulomb explosion of light–heavy multicharged �An

qA+
BqB+�n hetero-

clusters. Histograms of the lifetime dependent radial distribution

P�r /R0� �or P���� of the light AqA+ ions with fixed times ���̂0 ,��, Eq.
�15�, �marked as � on the curves� were calculated from Eq. �13�.
The narrow, sharp distributions peak at a value of r=rM. The inset
shows the dependence of rM /R0 on �, which is linear for ��2 and
rM /R0�2.

FIG. 5. Features of the electrostatic model for Coulomb explo-
sion of light–heavy multicharged heteroclusters r /R0 on the initial

r0 /R0 distance of the light ions, Eq. �11a�, for several times ���̂0 ,��,
Eq. �15�, �marked as � on the curves�. Note that light ions arrive at
the same final distance from two different initial r0 radii with the
vertical short lines marking the lower limits r0 /R0 for the attain-
ment of this overrun process, which induces the formation of an
expanding narrow shell. At the maxima of the curves �dr /dr0=0�
the light ion distribution diverges, manifesting the spikes in the P�r�
curves of Fig. 4.
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ion expansion. These simulations were performed for nuclear
dynamics under initial CVI conditions. In contrast to the
electrostatic model, these simulations take into account the
interactions between all ions and the motion of all ions, not
only the A ions. The CVI simulations were performed for the
�H+I25+�2171 �Fig. 6� and the �D+I25+�2171 clusters �Fig. 7�,
where we portray the radial distributions P�r� for the light
H+ and D+ ions. Some quantitative features of Coulomb ex-
plosion and of the expansion of both light and heavy ions are
presented in the insets to Figs. 6 and 7. In accordance with
the predictions of the electrostatic model, the simulations

demonstrate the formation of narrow shells of expanding
light ions, pictorially represented in Fig. 8.

The following results of the simulations under CVI initial
conditions �Figs. 6–8� are notable:

�1� Narrow expanding shells of light H+ and D+ ions are
manifested �Figs. 6–8�.

�2� Soon after the onset of Coulomb explosion �t�

=4.1 fs for H+ and t�=7.4 fs for D+ ions�, the expanding
shells of the light atoms become very narrow �Figs. 6 and 7�.
The initial times t� for narrow shells manifest a normal iso-
tope effect, roughly of the form �mA

1/2 �insets to Figs. 6 and
7�.

�3� The shape of these narrow expanding shells does not
considerably depend on the mass of the light ions �Figs. 6
and 7�.

�4� The expansion times for the narrow shells at t� t�

manifest an isotope effect, which depends on mA
1/2 �insets to

Figs. 6–8�.
�5� At t� t� the shells slowly begin to broaden, with the

shell structure of Coulomb explosion being preserved �Figs.
6 and 7�.

Quantification of the features of the expanding narrow
shells is portrayed in the inset to Fig. 6 for �H+I25+�2171 and
in the inset to Fig. 7 for �D+I25+� where we present the mean
radii RH and RD of the fast expanding light H+ and D+ ions,
respectively, the mean radius RI of the slowly expanding
heavy I25+ ions, the width �R of the shells of the H+ and D+

ions, and the mean distance d between the light ions. The
shell widths �R �defined as the P�r� domain around the
maximum P�r� containing 50% of the light ions� first slightly
increase, but soon start to decrease, reaching a minimum
�4 Å for H+ shells at t̄=7 fs, and 5 Å for D+ shells at t̄
=12 fs�, and subsequently start to increase at longer times,
being nearly proportional to the shell radius with �R remain-
ing narrow. The simulation results reveal that ��R /R�H

FIG. 6. Molecular dynamics simulations under CVI initial con-
ditions of Coulomb explosion of �H+I25+�2171 heteroclusters, repre-
senting the ultrafast �fs� time dependence of the spatial distribution
P�r� of the H+ ions at the times marked on the curves. The inset
shows the time dependence of the distribution of the H+ ions �RH�
and of the I25+ ions �RI�, the distribution width �R and the average
interionic distance between the H+ ions.

FIG. 7. Molecular dynamics simulations under CVI initial con-
ditions of Coulomb explosion of �D+I25+�2171 heteroclusters, repre-
senting the ultrafast �fs� time dependence of the spatial distribution
P�r� of the D+ ions at the times marked on the curves. The inset
shows the time dependence of the mean radii of the distribution of
the D+ ions �RD� and of the I25+ ions �RI�, the distribution width �R
and the average interionic distance d between the D+ ions.

FIG. 8. Two-dimensional images of the spatial configuration of
Coulomb expanding �H+I25+�2171 and �D+I25+�2171 light-heavy het-
eroclusters under CVI initial conditions at t=0, 7.4 and 14 fs. Black
squares ��� represent I25+ ions, while circles ��� represent light H+

or D+ ions. This pictorial presentation reveals the formation of nar-
row expanding shells of light H+ and D+ ions, together with an
isotope effect in the expansion dynamics of the shell.
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0.022 and ��R /R�D
0.027, so that the relatively narrow
shell structure is preserved �insets to Figs. 6 and 7�. The
average interionic distance d at t� t̄ is lower than �R, while
d exceeds �R at t� t̄. At these longer times d��R �insets to
Figs. 6 and 7�, providing a two-dimensional monolayer ex-
pansion. The smooth increase of the average interionic dis-
tance d with time, together with the two-dimensional nature
of the expansion, precludes any shock phenomena previously
proposed for Coulomb explosion of homonuclear charged
clusters with a decreasing density profile.32

The simulations under initial CVI conditions, together
with the predictions of the analytical model, confirm the for-
mation of expanding narrow shells of light ions. The com-
plete E+N simulation �see Sec. II�, involving both electron
and nuclear dynamics �14–16,22� was applied to a �DI�2171

cluster subjected to a Gaussian laser pulse, with the laser
peak intensity I=1019 W cm−2. As noted in Sec. II, at this
intensity the ionization level of the iodine atoms is qI=25,
being the same as in our CVI molecular dynamics simula-
tions. The shell structure for the complete simulations for
�DI�2171 is somewhat broader �by a numerical factor of �2�
than the CVI simulation results �Fig. 8�, i.e., ��R /R�D

=0.06 in the linear range �inset to Fig. 9�, as compared to
��R /R�D=0.027 for the CVI simulations �Figs. 7 and 9�.
This difference manifests the role of outer ionization electron
dynamics �14,15�. At an advanced stage of the expansion, the
shell of the light ions manifests a bimodal distribution �Fig.
9� reflecting the presence of faster ions �higher maximum�
and slower ions �lower maximum�, which is also exhibited in
the energy distribution P�E� in Fig. 3. As distinct from the
CVI results, the complete electron and nuclear simulations
demonstrate a relatively high maximum of the shell width
�R�t� and a weak minimum of the interionic distance d�t� in
the vicinity of the �R�t� minimum �inset to Fig. 9�. The
general character of the �R and d time dependence is similar

to that of the CVI simulations portrayed in the insets to Figs.
6 and 7. In particular, for longer times in the linear increasing
range of �R and of d we note that d��R �inset to Fig. 9�, so
that the two-dimensional shell structure is preserved.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Simple electrostatic models, together with simulations
based on CVI initial conditions and on complete electron and
nuclear dynamics for Coulomb explosion of extremely
charged light–heavy heteroclusters �with a large kinematic
parameter ��, reveal mobile, two-dimensional, spherical thin
shells of the light ions, which expand on the femtosecond
time scale. The energetic data for the light ions reveal high
energies with a narrow energy distribution of finite width
�E, e.g., Eav=23 keV and �E /Eav=0.16, for D+ ions from
Coulomb explosion of �D+I25+�2171 clusters. It is also worth
noting that, while the ionic kinetic energy is not completely
monochromatic, the spatial ionic distribution �of H+ or D+� is
characterized by an exploding multicharged monolayer.
These seemingly counterintuitive results are reconciled on
the basis of our electrostatic model. These unique dynamic,
structural, and energetic data for exploding multicharged het-
eroclusters arise from kinematic overrun effects.

The formation of two-dimensional spherical shells of light
ions that expand on the femtosecond time scale was rational-
ized in terms of an electrostatic model. The simplest version
of the electrostatic model, with a static configuration of the
heavy ions, was utilized �Secs. III and IV� for the elucidation
of the spatial configuration, nuclear dynamics and energetics
of the expanding thin spherical shells of the light ions. From
the point of view of methodology, a slight extension of the
electrostatic model will provide further insight into the na-
ture of the expansion of this thin two-dimensional sphere
�Fig. 8�. The potential energy of the thin sphere of radius
R�R0, with �R
R, inferred from the extension of the elec-
trostatic model, is U=U1+U2. Here U1=nkEminR0 /R is the
light ion–heavy ion potential energy inferred from Eqs. �4a�
and �6a�, while U2= B̄Q2 /R is an additional term due to the
light ion–light ion potential energy, with Q=nkqA being the
total charge of the sphere. Accordingly we have

U = B̄n2kqAqB/R + B̄�nk�2qA
2/R . �18�

The first term in Eq. �18� corresponds to the pressure
�p�-volume �V� energy term, while the second term corre-
sponds to the surface tension ���-surface �s� energy term.
The dominating contribution of the pressure-volume term
over the surface tension-surface term, i.e., U1�U2, implies
that kqA
qB, in accord with the simplified electrostatic
model used in Secs. III and IV. The energy change is

dU = − pdV + �ds , �19�

where the negative sign for the pdV term represents internal
pressure from inside the sphere. The pressure p
=−��U /�V�s is given by

p = B̄�n2k/4��qAqB/R4. �20�

The pressure originating from light ion–heavy ion repulsion
is proportional to n2k and to qAqB, and decreases with the

FIG. 9. E+N simulations of Coulomb explosion in �DI�2171 het-
eroclusters subjected to a Gaussian laser field with peak intensity
I=1019 W cm−2, pulse width �=25 fs and temporal pulse onset at
ts=−35.5 fs. The curves present the spatial distributions P�r� at
times t, marked on the curves, with the first curve obtained at t
= ts. The inset shows the values of RD, RI, �R, and d, as defined in
Fig. 7.
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shell radius as R−4. The surface tension �= ��U /�s�v is given
by

� = − B̄�n2k2/8��qA
2/R3. �21�

The surface tension is negative, due to light ion–light ion
repulsion. The surface tension is proportional to �nk�2, to qA

2

and to R−3. The expanding thin spherical shell of light ions is
analogous to a “soap bubble” with a negative surface tension
driven by Coulomb pressure, due to light ion–heavy ion re-
pulsion.

The large peak value in P�r�, together with the narrow
shell structure �Figs. 6–9� and, consequently, the large appar-
ent volume density �v, does not imply shock phenomena in
these ionic shells. The conditions for shock phenomena,
which were previously proposed for Coulomb explosion of
homonuclear clusters with a marked density gradient �32�
involve a significant decrease in the mean distance between
the particles, and are not reflected in our results for Coulomb
explosion of light–heavy heteroclusters. In our simulation
the mean distance d between the light ions is comparable to
the shell with �R �insets to Figs. 6 and 7�, whereupon the
expansion is essentially two-dimensional with the absence of
shock wave phenomena. The condition for shock phenomena
is the significant decrease in the distance between particles,
which can be accomplished only in a three-dimensional sys-
tem. In a three-dimensional object the interatomic distance is
dv=2.24/ ��v�1/3 for a compact packing �33�. When using this
three-dimensional relation for the shells, the interionic dis-
tance would decrease drastically at the P�r� maximum.
In our simulation, the expanding ionic shell constitutes
a two-dimensional object. In this case the interatomic dis-
tance ds is determined by the surface density �s, namely
ds= 2.15� ��s�1/2 for a compact packing �33�. The three-
dimensional consideration is valid for dv�ds, whereas in the
opposite case, dv
ds, the shell presents a monolayer and has
to be treated as a two-dimensional sphere. It is interesting to
inquire in what cluster size domain Coulomb explosion will
generate a three-dimensional expanding shell. The ratio be-
tween these two interionic distance values is roughly ex-
pressed by the relation

dv/ds = 1.04��/4��1/6��R/R�1/3n1/6, �22�

which is determined by the 1/3 power of the ratio of the
shell width �R and the radius R, where according to our
simulations the ratios �R /R attain a nearly constant value at
longer times �Figs. 6, 7, and 9�. n is the number of the cluster
A ions, and � is the fraction of ions located inside the shell.
From our simulations for RH and �R we infer that dv /ds
�1 for n�15 000 and consequently the expanding shells
can be considered as being three-dimensional only for very
large exploding clusters with n�15 000. For clusters con-
sisting of �15 000 atoms or less, the apparent volume den-

sity �v=n� /V, with V being the shell volume, does not con-
stitute a meaningful concept for the characterization of the
density. Consequently, the drastic increase of �v in this size
domain does not indicate any drastic decrease in the interi-
onic distances and in the generation of shock waves in the
Coulomb explosion of multicharged clusters in the size do-
main �n
102–104� considered herein. This conclusion is in
contrast with the proposal and analysis of Kaplan et al. �32�.
According to Eq. �22� it is possible to expect a real drastic
decrease in the interionic distances and even in the genera-
tion of shock waves for n�15 000. However, the repulsion
between shell ions, which is not taken into account by the
electrostatic model of expansion presented above, will prob-
ably prevent the drastic increase in the density. The features
of such a Coulomb exploding multicharged monolayer of
light–heavy multicharged heteroclusters are qualitatively dis-
tinct for the uniform Coulomb explosion of homonuclear
multicharged clusters �16�, e.g., �A+�n.

Compelling experimental and theoretical evidence
�4–6,18–22� was advanced for nuclear fusion driven by Cou-
lomb explosion of deuterium containing homonuclear
�4,5,9,11,16,22� and heteronuclear �6,11,19–22� clusters. Ap-
plications of Coulomb explosion of deuterium containing
light–heavy atom heteroclusters, e.g., �DI�n, in ultraintense
laser fields will involve dd nuclear fusion driven by hetero-
cluster Coulomb explosion �18� where the extremely charged
Iq+ �q=7–35� ions act as most effective energetic and kine-
matic triggers for driving the expanding D+ ions. The ener-
getic triggering is manifested by the large value of Eav�qB,
according to Eqs. �6a� and �7a�. Thus, e.g., for Coulomb
explosions of the heteronuclear �D+I25+�2171 cluster, Eav

23 keV, while for Coulomb explosion of the first-row
�C+qD4

+�2171 heterocluster, Eav=5.8 keV �20,22�. This in-
crease of the deuteron energy by a numerical factor of 3 in
Coulomb explosion of the light–heavy �DI�n heterocluster
will provide a 2–3 order of magnitude enhancement of the
cross section for the dd fusion reaction and of the neutron
yield, as compared to that for Coulomb explosion of the
first-row �CD4�n heterocluster of the same size. Furthermore,
the kinematic effects manifested in the narrow kinetic energy
distribution of the D+ ions from Coulomb exploding light–
heavy �DI�n clusters may be of advantage in a further in-
crease of the nuclear fusion yield.
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